
Private Apartment - Moscow, Russia

This apartment with a total area of   850 sq.m. is located in the center of the Russian Capital of Moscow. Its home 
automation system includes no less than 315 Domintell modules making it a highly automated design residence.

The substantial installation has many features. Lighting consists of 260 independent light groups fully controlled by our 
system and motion sensors. Climate is smartly managed for 25 independent heating zones with 16 air conditioners with 

autonomous operation. 23 motorized vents, 9 air quality sensors, 67 motorized curtains/shutters are also monitored and timer-
operated. Safety is taken care of with 24 IP cameras and 4 intercoms working with motion sensors and with arming/disarming 
via fingerprint and SMS or push notification messages on the owner’s smartphone. Moreover, any incident such as water leakage 
triggers automatic shutdown and smartphone alert. Audio and video were not forgotten with 10 TVs, 3 home cinema systems 
and16 audio multiroom zones.

All these features are linked to the Domintell system for monitoring and autonomous operation. The control of all the apartment 
is made via wall-mounted pushbuttons from our Metal range, offering a variety of plate designs (with plugs, USB, lamps etc.), 
colors and material. Besides, the whole installation can be controlled from any smartphone or tablet.

The project 

Testimony
Our immense apartment project needed a trustworthy technology that was able to run such 
an installation. Domintell was our choice since its range of modules allowed us to fit all the 
functionalities we needed in the whole place while being robust and reliable for the years to 
come. From audio and video to lighting and security, everything we wanted was covered by a 
Domintell feature. In addition, design was one of the most important criteria for our choice of 
control panels and Domintell offered the perfect solution with tailored pushbuttons.”

The owner



Installation objectives

Zoom in on the Metal range

The installer 

Our Domintell Metal pushbuttons range is one of our most successful series of control panels. 
Besides the classic option of one, two or four keys, we made sure everyone could get the input 
of their dreams. This way, we offer pushbuttons solutions that allow people to customize the 
full plate with the possibility to add other features directly on the pushbutton pad.

Besides your classic keys, add lamps, plugs, usb charging points and much more to better 
answer your needs. With many combination possibilities, the pad will always be perfect for 
the use in the specific room where it is located. Design also being paramount and varying 
from one room to another, the Metal range also offers different materials to better fit your 
interior.
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Versatility Build to last Design
The domintell system 
covered all the features the 
owners wanted to automate.

The apartment was 
equipped with a technology 
build to last many years.

Design always being 
personal, inputs were 
customized by owners.
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